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DeLuxe Building Systems is located in Berwick, PA, about 130 miles 
from New York City.  The largest facility in the North East, DeLuxe is 
an example of an ex-urban facility which has produced modules both 
with wood-framing and non-combustible steel construction. DeLuxe's 
founder Don Meske has worked in the modular housing industry since 
the 1950's, and opened the DeLuxe facility in 1965 with the intent to 
produce wood-framed modular housing and explore opportunities for 
innovation in the industry.  Since opening, this factory has been at the 
forefront of modular construction, establishing a method which they 
boast “saves time, delivers unprecedented quality, and extends the 
capabilities of system-built construction in exciting new directions”.  
Interested in the non-combustible construction process, DeLuxe began 
fabricating both steel and wood-framed modules.  Attracted to the 
sustainable qualities of non-combustible construction, DeLuxe shifted 
their production towards steel modules and abandoned the wood-
frame method.

Fabricating modules for a variety of building types, DeLuxe has produced 
modules for apartments, condominiums, military housing, student 
housing, hospitality, and academic buildings.

Similar to Capsys, DeLuxe was bought by a larger modular fabrication 
company, however in this case, the facility and location drove the 
purchase rather than the fabrication process.  Fabricating small-scale 
prefabricated elements instead of housing modules, DeLuxe required 
a shift in the factory's business model.  This transition from housing 
to 'pods' does not necessarily influence the organization of the facility, 
but rather influences relationships with suppliers and clients. The 
factory itself is organized in a way that any variety of prefabrication can 
take place, similar to many other modular factories. Along with their 
flexible factory geometry, the factory's location provides quick access to 
highways for both incoming materials and outgoing modules.

Deluxe eventually specialized in non-
combustible, recognizing the opportunity for 
growth in the market, lower environmental 
impact, and structural capabilities of steel
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3. module panels assembled2. wheels attached to floor panel to 
create the chassis

1. floor, side and ceiling panels 
assembled in staging areas

5. interior partitions framed out 6. gypsum wall board and stairs 
installed

4. floor sheathing installed

7. insulation and exterior sheathing 
applied

8. doors and windows installed 9. millwork and interior finishes 
applied

10. final check before wrapping 11. module wrapped and prepped for 
exterior storage

12. module shipped to site
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7. gypsum wall board installed 8. insulation and necessary exterior 
sheathing installed

9. windows and doors installed 10. interior millwork installed 11. module wrapped and prepped for 
exterior storage

12. module shipped to site

1. module panels assembled in 
staging areas

3. rebar laid in place for floor casting2. vertical structure welded to floor 
panel, ceiling panel welded in place

5. exterior and marriage walls 
framed out

6. interior partitions framed out4. concrete floor cast in place

Deluxe Building Systems | Berwick, PA

Capsys Corporation | Brooklyn, NY
The Capsys Corporation, located in the Brooklyn Navy Yards of New 
York City, is a prime example of the urban modular factory.  Similar 
to Simplex homes, this factory is situated in an area high in industry 
and manufacturing.  In 1996, the corporation was born with the 
commissioning of the Nehemiah Homes initiative's desire to create 
around 700 affordable-housing units. Since opening, Capsys has 
manufactured non-combustible modules for projects such as Carmel 
Place by nArchitects which opened in early 2016, and the B2 building 
of SHoP Architect’s Atlantic Yards which opened in fall of 2016.  These 
two projects represent a growing market in New York for multi-family 
affordable homes.  Before closing its doors, Capsys created modules 
for the multi-family market of New York, as well as townhouses, hotels, 
assisted living facilities, supportive facilities, and a collection of what 
they consider “unique modular”.

Capsys is an interesting modular fabrication facility because of it’s 
location.  The company faced issue in 2010 when their long-term 
lease at $4/sf would not be renewed, and would rise to a price similar 

to surrounding Navy Yard areas, at $20/sf. Since this discovery, the 
company struggled to find a new location nearby, which was an 
important requirement due to well established relationships with 
suppliers and clients.  Capsys recognized that losing their land at the 
Navy Yards would force them to relocate outside of the city, losing their 
connection to their union employees in the Brooklyn area. 

On February 8, 2016, Capsys announced it’s acquisition by Whitley 
Manufacturing which confirmed Capsys’ move to Leola, Pennsylvania.  
The acquisition also shifted Capsys' manufacturing focus since Whitley 
produces modules for a variety of markets outside residential units. Due 
to the flexibility of modular construction, the shift away from housing 
will not influence the Capsys building methods. The relocation to a 
new facility will require re-organizing the assembly process, which will 
be explained in further detail in the following section. As mentioned 
previously, the supplier, client, and employee relationships Capsys relied 
on are now gone, ultimately reducing the Capsys name to the intellectual 
property of the construction method.

WHY THEY OPENED HOW THEY THRIVED WHY THEY "CLOSED"
Capsys began building modular because of 

the Nehemiah homes project, a social housing 
project

Capsys' location in the Brooklyn Navy Yards 
provided a unique opportunity to access New 

York City-based projects

The jump in lease price along with the 
acquisition by Whitley Construction resulted in 

the Brooklyn factory's closing
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FACTORY CASE STUDIES
Simplex Homes | Scranton, PA
Simplex Homes Inc., located in Scranton, PA is a perfect example 
of a typical modular manufacturing facility. The factory opened in 
1971 originally servicing the Northeast United States, and focused 
on conventionally constructed wood-frame single family homes.   In 
the 1990’s Simplex began exploring the multi-family market in an 
effort to broaden their market.  Unsure of the multi-family fabrication 
process, Simplex expanded into an adjacent building and set up a 
secondary assembly line dedicated to multi-family projects.  Due to the 
conventionality inherent to modular construction, Simplex found that 
these two module types could work in parallel, and were able to use 
assembly lines for both single-family and multi-family depending on 
project requirements. Today, their facility produces modules for a wide 
variety of residential typologies, and continues to thrive.  
Situated in eastern Pennsylvania, this factory has quick access to a 
variety of major metropolitan areas such as New York, Philadelphia, 

and even Pittsburgh, even though they have not yet embraced modular 
construction methods.

Like many of the factories, the sequence of events for the construction 
process are similar to that of a conventional construction site. First, 
materials arrive at the factory, and since Simplex has ample space, 
they are able to store materials inside the main facility, as well as in 
an adjacent storage building, seen on the left side of the main building 
in the diagram to the right.  The more detailed process for fabrication 
inside the facility can be seen in the module assembly section following 
the factory analysis.  As modules are completed in the assembly line, 
they can be stored in the exterior area for as long as needed, however 
modules typically stay for around a week or two due to the fast-paced 
construction process.  

WHY THEY OPENED HOW THEY THRIVE WHERE THEY ARE NOW
Simplex opened to do single family houses, to 
provide a need found in pennsylvania and the 

greater Northeast

They created a functioning and profitable 
business model in the single-family market, 
which allowed for other experimentation in 

other markets

Simplex continues their profitable business 
model in the single-family industry and has 

further expanded their involvement in adjacent 
markets.

gypsum wall board installed insulation installed windows and doors installed interior millwork installed module wrapped and prepped for 
exterior storage

module shipped to site

vertical structure welded to floor 
panel, ceiling panel welded in place

rebar laid in place for floor castingmodule panels assembled in staging 
areas

interior partitions framed outexterior and marriage walls framed 
out

concrete floor cast in place
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Flexible Staging Area

Flexible Staging/Storage Area

Exterior Module Storage Yard

WHY THEY OPENED

DeLuxe’s founders have worked on modular 
housing since 1950, and opened their 

own factory in 1965 at the forefront of the 
construction method

HOW THEY THRIVED

After opening their own factory, Deluxe 
explored both light wood frame construction as 
well as non-combustible, casting a wide net for 

market possibilities

WHY THEY SHIFTED FOCUS
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Exterior Module Storage Yard
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The Philadelphia Ecology The New York  Ecology The Boston Ecology
While Philadelphia is not, in terms of pure numbers, 
the most densely surrounded by manufacturers, 
having 20 within 200 miles to first place New York 
City’s 24, it has been the most successful city on 
the east coast in terms of implementing modular 
construction. This success is seen not just in terms 
of building within the city itself, but through the 
high density of manufacturers within the state of 
Pennsylvania. Of the 61 Manufacturers part of our 
survey of the Northeast, 36 (or 59%) are located in 
Pennsylvania. This density of manufacturers, along 
with a few key governmental and NGO initiatives, 
appears to be the key to the success of modular 
housing within Philadelphia.

State Highways
Interstate Highways

Modular Production Facilities
 Closed Modular Production Facilities

Metropolitan Area
 Statistical Metropolitan Area

Despite New York City’s prime placement relative 
to the modular industry, surrounded by 24 
manufacturers within 200 miles, the city has seen a 
relatively low amount of building projects completed 
using modular construction. In part this is most 
likely due to the rather unique difficulties that are 
brought about when trying to transport large loads 
through a denser island city like New York. Further 
complicating the issue in New York is the need for 
denser and taller building, leading to the necessity of 
building with non-combustible materials something 
that has traditionally been ignored by the modular 
industry.

Compared to other Northeastern cities, Boston 
finds itself with a distinct lack of manufacturing 
resources nearby with only 11 manufacturers inside 
its' 200 mile radius. As a result, the city has shown 
a slower uptake of modular construction than its' 
neighbors, but more recently interest from officials 
in the city government has created an environment 
for exploratory research into how modular housing 
could play a role in Boston’s solution to its housing 
problems. 

These two data sets, showing average unit production per 
year (above) and the average cost of modular construction 
(below) for different producers of modules give a brief 
glimpse into the range of differing production techniques 
within the modular industry. Producers range in volume 
from Professional Building Systems who produce over 650 
units of housing per year, down to the smallest producer 
that we found in our research Habitec-2000 who produces 
just 75 units per year. We feel that this range illustrates 

the adaptability of modular construction perfectly, that it 
is a scalable and reliable method of construction that can 
be applicable at a number of different scales. The second 
dataset then, shows how modular can adapt to be applicable 
at differing price points where manufacturers range in price 
from $55 per square foot of construction with Hart Housing 
Group at the lowest end to $200 at the higher end of custom 
residential construction with Pleasant Valley Homes.

Through mapping the existing 
landscape of modular production, we 
begin to gain some understanding of 
how and why the industry developed 
the way it did. Through mapping the 
existing transportation landscape as 
well as the relation of production to 
urban areas, which mean higher cost 
of land and labor, we can see why the 
modular industry exists in its’ current 
state and through this examination 
we hope to be able to gain an 
understanding of current industry 
trends and where the industry is 
moving in the future.

The Northeast  Ecology

In the modular housing industry, the timeline for construction is streamlined 
due to the off-site production of building modules. The Modular Building 
Institute created the graph below, which reveals the inherent time-savings 
in modular construction, simultaneous on-and-off site construction.  
According to the MBI, this saves upwards of 30-50% in the construction 
schedule, and ultimately can save on costs. Depending on the type of 
project, however, the time-savings element of modular construction may 
not apply. Smaller projects, such as single-family homes, work well with 
modular due to the simplicity in the modules, and well-established market.  
Larger projects with more complicated systems and sites perish due to 
lack of precedent and complications in planning.

In the three following case studies, we compare each factory's defining 
construction methods relating to the module itself, factory organization, 
and business models. All variations of construction, whether it be Type 
II light wood framing or Type V non-combustible steel construction, can 
benefit from modular construction in time and cost-savings. 

CONVENTIONAL CONSTRUCTIONCHASSIS

TYPE V CONSTRUCTION
(SIMPLEX HOMES)

TYPE II CONSTRUCTION
(CAPSYS CORPORATION)

TYPE II CONSTRUCTION
(DELUXE BUILDING SYSTEMS)

THE MODULAR INDUSTRY
NICOLE RADICE | ANDREW GIANNINO-CURTIS
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Simultaneous site development and building 
construction at the plant reduces the 
construction schedule by 30% to 50%

SITE-BUILT CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

REGIONAL INDUSTRY ECOLOGIES
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